Introduction
In a recent issue of this journal, Zaleski (1992) demonstrates that the inllation/unemployment ratio may be used as an indicator of the motives behind presidential policies. His sample, the period 1961:iii-1989:ii, does not reveal any clear Democratic or Republican policy pattern. This result conflicts with those of many other studies (for example, Hibbs 1977; Alesina and Sachs 1988; Chappell and Keech 1988) . In this paper we argue that Zaleski's approach is a special case of a more general approach to the estimation of "revealed' preferences. We show that the introduction of instrument costs reverses Zaleski's conclusion that Republican administrations are not more inflation averse than Democratic administrations. Before that, we will briefly review Zaleski's approach.
Zaleski's Approach
The key role of the inflation/unemployment ratio in Zaleski's article is based on the ratio (u/b) of the relative weights of unemployment (U)-in deviation from its desired value (U*)-and inflation (p) in the policy maker's quadratic loss function:
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As Zaleski takes the desired value of unemployment to be zero and adopts a linear Phillips curve, borrowed from Smyth, Washburn and Dua (1989) ,2 this result can be written as
in which djYd U is a constant (-1.288). Next, using actual values of U and p, Zaleski calculates and evaluates the average preference ratio for each presidential period.
3. Instrument Costs Zaleski's paper is based on the Barro-Gordon model which is a simple quadratic-linear model, revolving around the trade-off between output (unemployment) and inflation. Because of its analytical tractability, the BarroGordon model is very useful to examine important economic concepts, such as credibility, reputation and signaling (Persson and Tabellini 1999) . Moreover, the Barro-Gordon model seems to be relevant. In the postwar period, unemployment, inflation and their trade-off have played a dominant role in discussions about stabilization policy. The quadratic loss function, representing the preferences of the policy maker, is flexible: it may represent the preferences of both policy oriented policy makers (Alesina 1987 and Swank 1993) and electoral oriented policy makers (MacRae 1977) . However, some features of the Barro-Gordon model are clearly stylized. In particular, the assumption that the policy maker sets either inflation or unemployment directly is shorthand for a more complete model in which the policy maker sets actual instrument variables (Persson and Tabellini 19999) . In empirical analyses, this assumption calls for relaxation, This can be done in two ways. First, a complete model could be specified, describing the links between instrument and target variables. This approach has the drawback that it would increase the sensitivity of the estimates for the weights in the loss function to specification uncertainty. Second, the policy maker could be assumed to have only imperfect control over unemployment and inflation. This approach 'Zaleski mistakenly omits the first minus sign. -he Phillips curve estimated by Smyth, Washburn and Dua (1989) is p -p" = -1.288 . (U -6.730) + 0.072 . p", where p" is the rate of infiation of energy prices.
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implies that the relationships between actual instruments and unemployment and inflation are surrounded with uncertainty (compare Cuckierman and Meltzer 1986 and Swank and Hebbink 1992) . Gordon (1976) points out that this type of uncertainty can be incorporated in quadratic-linear optimization problems by adding instrument costs to the loss function. He shows that the quadratic-linear policy problem under uncertainty without instrument costs is equivalent to the policy problem without uncertainty with instrument costs. These considerations warrant the introduction of instrument costs into the loss function to account for imperfect control of unemployment and inflation. This approach is followed in the next section.
Empirical Results
In principle, instrument costs can be attached to either the inflation rate or the unemployment rate or to both. To facilitate the comparison with Zaleski's results, we will use the same Phillips curve as the restriction under which the policy maker optimizes (see footnote 2). As in that equation the inflation rate is the dependent variable. We assume that the policy maker attaches costs to the adjustment of the unemployment rate. Thus to account for instrument costs, we add a third term to the loss function, attributing costs to the deviation of the level of the unemployment rate from its previous value (U-r). If, without loss of generality, the weights are normalized to add up to one, the following loss function results:
Equation (5) contains Zaleski's as a special case (namely for a + b = 1).3 We maintain zero unemployment as the target value, so that the term U* drops from the equation. Under the present assumptions the preference ratio cannot be expressed in terms of the inflation/unemployment ratio. But the first-order conditions enable us to express the unemployment rate in terms of its lagged value and an inflation-dependent term:
The parameters of this reaction function can be estimated by using actual values of U, p and the estimated value of c (=-1.288). The first five rows in Table 1 significantly different from zero at the 1% level. There is a consistent partisan pattern in the preference ratios, with Democrats attributing relatively more weight to the unemployment target, and Republicans to the combat of inflation. To test the hypothesis that over the period 1953:iii-1988:iv. Democrats and Republicans had equal preferences, we compare two regressions in which all observations are pooled. In the first, we impose the restrictions that a and b did not change with the political color of the president. In the second, we introduce party related dummies to represent political preference differentiation. The restrictions that a and b are equal under Democratic and Republican administrations are rejected (x2 statistic = 7.54; 5% critical level = 5.99)s As both for Democrats and Republicans the sum of a and b is significantly lower than 1, the ZaIeski case (a + b = 1, amounting to the absence of instrument costs) is also rejected. 
Conclusions
The amendments elaborated above cast serious doubt on the conclusions of Zaleski's article. We have presented evidence that Democratic and Republican administrations show a different partisan profile in their economic policies. As suggested before, this result appears in line with many other studies in this area. We want to stress, however, that the last word is far from being said in this debate. Variation of the assumptions underlying the estimation of political preferences may generate a host of models, the results of which do not necessarily lead to one indisputable conclusion. Received: October 1992 Final version: August 1993 
